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Introduction*

In potential theory two kinds of
boundary value problems, Dirichlet and
Neumann problems, have been investi-
gated among others in particular
detail. Let D be a basic Jordan
domain in the % -plane with a boundary
contour C, along which a continuous
boundary function U(s) or Y(s) is
assigned, 5 denoting the arc-length
parametero These problems may then
be formulated as follows:

Determine a function u,(%) bounded
and harmonic in D and satisfying the
boundary condition

t c = UCs) along C;

Determine a function v(Z) bounded
and harmonic in D and satisfying the
boundary condition

along

denoting the differentiation
along inward normal©

For Dirichlet problem the contour
C may be quite arbitrary

β
 But

contrarily Neumann problem is, ac-
cording to its own nature, usually
considered with respect to a domain
whose boundary contour is everywhere
smooth. Further, while the solution
of Dirichlet problem exists without
any more restriction and is uniquely
determined, the solution of Neumann
problem exists if and only if its
boundary function possesses the
vanishing mean. When this condition
for solvability is satisfied, the
solution of Neumann problem is then
unique except an arbitrary additive
constant

β

Let D be mapped one-to-one and
conformally onto a Jordan domain &
with a boundary £ in the 3, -plane
The mapping yields then a continuous

correspondence between the closed
domain D+(3 and & + C Let the
mapping function and its inverse be
designated by 3. = -%(z) and % = fcζp.
Since Dirichlet problem is conformal-
ly invariant, the transformed function

solves the Dirichlet problem with the
boundary condition

where s^=s(Ό designates a corre-
spondence between the arc-length
parameters on the boundaries induced
by the mapping

0

Suppose now that the mapping
function possesses a continuous and
non-vanishing derivative along the
boundary. This is surely the case,
for instance, provided both boundaries
C and £" satisfy a Holder condition
of order greater than unityΛ) The
Neumann problem is not purely invari-
ant with respect to conformal mapping.
However, the differential of its so-
lution possesses the invariant charac-
ter. In fact, the transformed function

solves the Neumann problem with the
boundary condition

the condition for solvability is, of
course, preserved:

Let Gc(z, ζ) and N Y ^ O be the Green
function and Neumann function, re-
spectively, of the domain D The
solutions of the original problems
are then expressible by means of the
well-known integral formulas
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and

α, being any constant
β
 The transformed

problems are solved in the same manner

by the formulas

l
and

where ty. and ^ designate the Green
function and Neumann function, re-
spectively, of <©- and ov is any
constant. When <©- is, in particular,
the unit-circle laid on the ^ =pβΛ?
-plane, the last formulas reduce to
explicit forms:

We now suppose that the contour of
the basic domain possesses angular
points, extreme cases especially such
as end-points of boundary slits being
admitted* There arises then no special
circumstance with respect to Dirichlet
problem However, the normal deriva-
tive is not well defined at an angular
pointo How should the formulation of
Neumann problem be then modified? For
the purpose it will be very plausible
to define the solution by means of a
mapping onto a smoothly bounded domain.
But it is thereby noted that the
mapping function shows a special
character at an angular point. In
fact, let Z

Q
 be an angular point of

C where the interior angle is equal
toTcXwith 0<X<Z; for the sake of
simplicity, the case of the sharpest
angular points with %j=Q will here be
omitted. If two branches of the
contour meeting at Z

o
 is subject to

a certain condition of smoothness,
the mapping function %—%(%) then
behaves near Z~\ as shown by

(z- Z-

behaves as

The derivative of the inverse function
behaves therefore near %~%^ϊ(Z

0
) as

shown by

QL(1) being a power series on I with
d(θ)φθ. Thus, if one had restricted
oneself to boundary functions Vfs)
which are bounded about Z~2

0
, the

corresponding boundary function

V(s(-f))\z'(p\
of the transformed Neumann problem
will vanish at %-% provided 7^ > 1
or will become infinite at % = J

o

provided ?t< 1 and V Φ O .

Consequently, in order that the
transformed problems cover the whole
ordinary range, the boundary functions
V(s) of the original problems must
be subject at angular points not to
a routine continuity but to a suitably
modified condition. Indeed, under
these circumstances, we have to frame
the following condition:

Λn analytic function $(z) whose
real part V(Z) = %{,%(%) represents a
solution of Neumann problem must
satisfy, near an angular point £

0
 with

interior angle %%, a condition that
^ β / ' ^ j and hence also
z
o
))(^Z

ΰ
y
i/x
, is bounded.

p being a power series on t with
γD(0)ΦQ, and hence its derivative

The uniqueness assertion for the
solution is then valid, of course,
also within an arbitrary additive
constant.

On the other hand, in case where
the basic domain is the unit circle,
there exists a remarkable interrelation
between the solutions of both kinds of
boundary value problems bearing a
common boundary function.2) In fact,
let tc(ss) and or 0 0 be the solutions
of Dirichlet and Neumann problems,
respectively, satisfying the boundary
conditions

u, ~V and 91Γ/9P = V;



the mean value of V along the cir-

cumference vanishes necessarily ac-

cording to the solvability of the

latter problem and hence tl(0)~0 •

The solutions are then connected by

the relations .

ttCre ) = - ΐ

being a constant.

-ar
T

Let £(Z) and ft(z) be functions

analytic in \Z\<{ and satisfying

The above relations may then be

written, respectively, in the forms

£ being a constant.

These relations can be availed in

order to transfer both kinds of

boundary problems each other. In

fact, let a Dirichlet problem with

boundary condition u.-=-U be given. We

first solve an associated Neumann

problem with boundary condition

The solution of the original Dirichlet

problem is then given by

, t

o

Conversely, let a Neumann problem with

boundary condition3tr/aP=V" be given.

We solve an associated Dirichlet

problem with boundary condition Ί U = V

The solution of the original Neumann

problem is then given by

-dr.

In the interrelations just mentioned

between the solutions of both boundary

value problems, the coincidence of the

boundary function owes to the special

configuration of the basic domain.

For another sort of configuration a

suitable modification must be made

accordingly. It will be possible in

an elementary manner for some simple

configurations.

In the present Note we shall con-

fine ourselves to some simply-con-

nected slit domains, which possess

two end-points of slit as angular

points with interior angle ZΠt>» The

main purpose is first to illustrate

explicitly the singular character of

the solution of Neumann problem in

each of these particular domains and

next to establish the interrelations

transferring both boundary value

problems each other which bear the

definitely related boundary functions.

1. Rectilinear slit domain.

Let the basic domain be the whole

%-plane slit along a rectilinear

segment

We first construct an explicit ex-

pression for the solution of Neumann

problem with an assigned boundary

condition

for £ =

The condition for solvability is ex-

pressed by

and is, of course, supposed to hold.

The basic slit domain is mapped

onto the unit circle in the ^-plane

by means of

the square root being, of course, such

that 2.—0O corresponds to y~0
9
 Let

^ ~ ± 0 +tη (-1 <>| <+l) correspond to

^= e*-&. Then - π / z < c p . < Ί L / Z < % /

and

η = sin <f
±
, -e^

There holds further

and hence

for ($=

The transformed Neumann problem

thus becomes
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for } s

with

where we put

The problem is readily solved by
where oifτΛ is defined

fay

which implies the solution of the
original Neumann problem in the form

with

Vie shall next observe the behavior
of the derivative fy'(Z) near Z~±ί
In view of the condition for solva-
bility

Substituting the relations

dy =

we can brought the above expression
into the form

The second term of the last expression
is nothing but the Poisson integral
with the weight function equal to
X

+
C<f) and -T'Ccp) for ηz/z<q<πc/z

and -
/
^A<g><'7c/z, respectively.

Hence, as % approaches ±0 + -υ̂  (-i<y<+l),
its real part tends to dhV*

±(
fy) ^

may further be noticed that the first
term of the last expression remains
purely imaginary along the slit

0

Consequently, we see that there holds,
along both banks of the slit, the
desired relation

for

Since $ (%) shows a singular
character of the assigned order,
v(z) =r %ό (%) obtained above represents
the solution of the given Neumann
problemβ We thus have the following
proposition:

Theorem 1* Let the basic domain be
the whole plane s l i t along a recti-
linear segment ft&— 0,-iέtfc/έ+l • Let
V(ot)— ^(z) anti ui%)-φ^(χ)} }(z) and
•j~(z) being analytic, be the solutions

of Neumann and Dirichlet problems,
respectively, with boundary conditions

2V __

for £ = ±0+ <ty.

Then there holds a relation

0 Γ

here ^(«?) designates an indefinite
(complex) constants
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It would be noted, by the way,
that, J O O being regular at z =

hence
is of order Z~z at z~c and

The last quantity is purely imaginary,
a fact which results from a special
property of the original boundary
function. In fact, it is supposed
that corresponding to the condition
for solvability of the Neumann problem,
there holds

Γ
1

The transference of both kinds of
boundary value problems can be readi-
ly performed. We have indeed the
following proposition?

Theorem 2* Let a Dirichlet problem
with boundary condition tL«LΓ

t
Γ^)for

T -±0-ϊiy (-i<2<+l) be presented. We
first solve by 1/ΐO — tf^Cfc), }(z) being
analytic, an associated Neumann problem
with boundary condition

The solution u.(z)^
/
K,{(z) of the original

Dirichlet problem is then expressed by

where Sλ ( Ό denotes an analytic
function whose real part coincides
with the harmonic measure of the right
bank of the slit; we may put

Conversely, let a Neumann problem with
boundary condition Bor/^^y*^) for
Z-±ϋi-ίy(-l<1<+0 be given. We first

solve by tt C O = % # & ) , fGO being
analytic, an associated Dirichlet
problem with boundary condition

The solution v{%)~%γz) of the origi-
nal Neumann problem is then expressed
by

-i

%. Circular slit domain.

Let the basic domain be the whole
plane slit along a circular arc

We first consider a Neumann problem
with boundary condition

=7^6) for α^

The condition for solvability is ex-
pressed by

r
and i s supposed t o hold here also.

The basic domain is mapped onto the
unit c i rc le in the x-plane by means of

1-

y
ΊL being a positive constant less than
unity which may be suitably determined*
It will be convenient to put

Let Z = (ipO-e^ correspond to
We then get -

We further get

and hence

I C l
(-1 ̂  1 I

1 - Icoscp

1 -
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for q> ~

The transformed Neumann problem
thus becomes

for

with

where we put

Its solution is given by

which implies the solution of the
original problem in the form

with

In order to observe the behavior
of j/fas) near z~&

±ίeL

$
 we remember

the condition for solvability

/

whence follows

1

In view of the relations

we get

and further, by returning to the
original variable and putting -feztos-j-

2

i

for 9 -

Thus, by remembering the condition for
solvability of the JNeumann problem,
v/e finally obtain

(Vh)-V(θ))

due

in
-Hz

L(f

^

The second term of the last expression
is coincident just with the Poisson
integral bearing the weight function
equal to 2f*"Ccp) for-<*A< 9 <<*/*- and
to — T~

(
9>) ϊoτ JL/2,«t<ziL-<k/ι> and

hence its real part tends to ±Y*X©)
as Z approaches (ί±0')-t

ιθ
 . The first

term is, as readily seen, purely
imaginary along the slit Consequent-
ly, there holds, along both banks of
the slit, the desired relation

for Z=~r

On the other hand, ^ ^ > shows a
singular character of the assigned
order* As readily seen, the singu-
larity at Z~0 is, of course, merely
apparent. Hence, the function irCso
~ Φ Λ M obtained above represents
the solution of the given Neumann
problem and we thus have the following
proposition:
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Theorem 3* I>et the basic domain
be the whole plane slit along a circu-
lar arc lit/=l, U^
Let irOO=^fc) an fa, £
and j-(z) being analytic, be the so-
lutions of Neumann and Dirichlet
problems, respectively, with boundary
conditions

The solution u^)~^f(x) of the origi-
nal Dirichlet problem is then ex-
pressed by

V(£-€°*X£-e-^; 4-^

-LQ/z,

for £ = (i±

Then there holds a relation

here also $-(c*>) designates an indefi-
nite constanto

It would be noted, by the way,
that, Z$/('z) vanishing at %—QQ,
there holds

The transference of both kinds of
boundary value problems can be per-
formed as stated in the following
proposition:

Theorem 4 Let a Dirichlet problem
with boundary condition «.= U:t

(θ) £°
r

Z^.(iiO)^
θ
 (̂ <θ<2τL-di; u<^<^) be

presented. We first solve by v(z~)-
$'(*>)* being analytic, an associated
Neumann problem with boundary con-
dition

^u 1

where Sh (x-) denotes an analytic
function whose real part coincides
with the harmonic measure of the outer
bank of the slit) we may put

Conversely, let a Neumann problem with
boundary condition ?>v/d)> — V ^ θ ) for
^^(l±0)e^

θ
 C^<θ<λ.τc-βt

;
 0<^<^c) be given

o

We first solve by tc(co =='Kjβc), rfCfc)
being analytic, an associated Dirichlet
problem with boundary condition

The solution
 /
uΓ^) = ^jc^) of the

original Neumann problem is then ex-
pressed by

•2u-*t

(yfo-fto)".ir^b^iij^
ySir
5in^si^

c being an arbitrary constant*

3 Radial slit domain.

Let finally the basic domain be the
whole plane slit along a radial segment

This is a sort of rectilinear slit
domain, for which the standard case
has been dealt with in §1 and ac-
cordingly to which the present problem
can be readily reduced

In fact, by means of a linear
integral transformation

the basic domain is mapped onto a slit
domain bounded by a vertical segment
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The original Neumann problem with
boundary condition

for
 f
Z=^

c-<r)

is correspondingly transformed to an
equivalent one with boundary condition

for

(-1

Accordingly the solution αr(£) = Tfy(),
fyW) being analytic, is obtained from
1Γ*(z*)-

 r
R.j*f2*) by merely returning to

the original variable.

After suitably adjusting a purely
imaginary constant, we may put
~ 4*(z*-) y whence follows

T - i

where
 /
lί(zJ~

r
Rf(Z) denotes the solution

of a Dirichlet problem with boundary
condition

for it-

Inserting further the original vari-
able Z, together with the corre-
sponding integration variable

we finally obtain a relation

Quite similarly as in the previous
cases, the last relation may be inter-
preted as one showing the transference
between the solutions ΊL(Z)=^ fcj-fit) and
v(£)~W&(z>) of Dirichlet and Neumann
problems, respectively, with boundary
conditions

and

or

The present problem may, however,
be directly dealt with by means of an
alternative procedure corresponding
to that availed in §2, which will be
outlined in the following lines.

It is convenient to introduce two
positive numbers Ί and £ defuned by
the relations >

14 1L
— <r

1 is less than unity• The end-points
of the boundary slits are then desig-
nated by

Now the basic domain is mapped onto
the unit circle in the j:«plane by
means of

13L

Let ^=f+cθ correspond to
We then get 0<^

(
f

±
<

r
κ and

T

•1*

*%

~±

The transformed Neumann problem
thus becomes

withfor -λ=

~ 7β -



where we put

Its solution ̂ U)~%jn(x) is given by

which implies the solution of the
original problem in the form

ir(5θ =

Identification of the last formula
with one derived above may be per-
formed as follows• Taking the con-
dition for solvability into account,
we first get

The second term of the last expression
represents an analytic function f(z) whose
real part coincides with the solution
M-(fc) of Dirichlet problem with
boundary condition

and hence we can put

By remembering the condition for
solvability

the first term of the above expression
for LfCxj can be brought into the
form v

Introducing a new variable γ~ to-
gether with a corresponding inte-
gration variable φ* by the relations

the last expression further becomes

where we put

and -£ designates a real constants

Since the connection between j^ and
'x is given by

Z ̂=r

we finally obtain, after some ele-
mentary calculation,

1 1

4
 #

+
ΰ4r0f(W).

An additive purely imaginary constant
being quite inessential, our present
formula has thus been identified with
the previous one.
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